
Geography Subject Curriculum Statement 
Curriculum intent 
 
“Geography enables young people to become globally and environmentally informed and 

thoughtful, enquiring citizens.”         

                                                                                                         

Across all year groups Kingsdale students will; 

 Know key geographical material of locations, places, environments and processes at 

different scales and from different contexts  

 Think like a geographer through gaining an understanding of the interactions between 

people and environments and how places and processes change over time 

 Study like a geographer through becoming competent on a range of geographical skills; 

GIS, maps, diagrams, photographs as well as applying a sound enquiry and investigative 

approach to their studies 

 Apply this geographical knowledge, understanding and skills to real world, contemporary 

situations and issues as well as communicating the information in a variety of ways. 

We want our students to develop a curiosity and fascination about the world which intrigues 

them to the point they want to develop their understanding further. 

As well as a rich and diverse in-class curriculum, we ensure that students are inspired through 
extracurricular activities (eg. KS3 Geography Club) which delve into topics of contemporary 
relevance in more depth. Students are also exposed to Geography outside the classroom through 
trips and geography in the news which encourage them to look at the world around them from a 
geographical perspective. 

  

Curriculum Implementation  
 
At Key Stage 3 units will be structured broadly in line with national curriculum requirements 

which ensure development of knowledge and skills overtime. At Key Stage 4 and 5 units are in line 

with the Edexcel specifications for GCSE and A Level.  All our units will ensure students know 

geography in terms of locations, places, environments and processes. Links will be made between 

human and physical processes and patterns to make links across place and space.  

Units are enquiry-based to help with geographical thinking. Units will embed geographical skills 

throughout the lessons (eg. interpreting maps and graphs, debating, decision-making). Each 

geographical concept will be covered at various times throughout the year, with thought given to 

how students develop in that concept and which content fits best with that – eg. covering 

sustainability looking at their local area in Year 7, sustainability in Year 8 with regards to Climate 

Change and sustainability in years 9 looking at Fairtrade and the IPhone production (which is 

more complex). Assessments will enable students to consolidate and apply what they’ve learnt 

and demonstrate geographical thinking. Previous core knowledge will be linked to, in the form of 

‘residual knowledge’, meaning that student understanding builds over time.   

In terms of resources, high-quality textbooks will be referred to but used as a springboard for 

teacher planning rather than religiously pursued, particularly at Key Stages 4 and 5 where there’s 

set knowledge. At Key Stage 3, our bespoke curriculum means that resources are garnered 

through teacher expertise and scholarship, and a range of sources are used.  



Geographical concepts (such as Place, Scale, Physical processes, Risk, Interactions, Change, 

Interdependence) will be explicitly taught and re-visited, with Schemes of Work planned so that 

teachers are aware of when students will have met the concept before, meaning that students’ 

understanding of the concept will become progressively more sophisticated. 

The long-term and medium-term planning of the curriculum is regularly discussed and reviewed 

by the department, and individual teacher take responsibility for updating Schemes of Work 

based on expertise and best practice/CPD (particularly linked to the work of the Geographical 

Association). Individual teaching strategies are discussed and collaborated on but teachers are 

given the independence and trust to cater their lessons for their own style and the needs of their 

students.   

Staff are given schedules to guide what should be taught when to ensure that the pace is similar 
across different classes, but amendments to this can happen through discussion with the Head of 
Department based on class need.  
 

Curriculum Impact  
 
The impact of the curriculum is reviewed through regular summative and formative assessment, 
with specific student outcomes identified as having the most potential leverage for improvement, 
and these focused on for marking. Data is collated and analysed based on student targets, and 
support given where relevant, including amending the curriculum offer. Review of impact 
happens through continuous informal conversations but more formally, happens at monthly 
departmental meetings for long-term planning. Where relevant, targeted intervention is used to 
help individual students access the curriculum more consistently.  
 
As well as assessment results, curriculum impact will be measured through qualitative data 
gathered in classes and through marking about student learning. Evidence of success will be 
demonstrated through the fact that students will ask geographical questions; increased 
engagement in geography and the wider world. Students are able to write in an increasingly 
sophisticated manner; their verbal discussion reveals meaningful geographical thinking.  
 
CPD is a strength of the department – it’s a continuous feature through external and internal 
providers. CPD is made meaningful through the use of Geographical Association articles which are 
linked to what we teach, and keep staff informed of new pedagogical approaches.  
 
The culture of the department fosters openness and discussion, with leaders ensuring that time is 
given to creating individual relationships with all staff. This, coupled with regular learning walks 
(both formal and informal) means that staff can develop and express any concerns about the 
curriculum if they arise.  
 
A good Geography curriculum is never ‘finished’. Time is given to monitor the impact of the 
curriculum in terms of teacher and student experience through ongoing departmental discussion 
and amendment to what’s taught.  
  

 


